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Introduction

This paper is inspired by artides of Chow [Ch] and Nualart-Zakai [NZ]' in which
certain (linear) stochastic heat equations are treated within the framework of
generalized Brownian functionals. In particular, in [Ch] a stochastic heat equation with a gradient-coupled noise (namely, the noise associated with a Wiener
integral with respect to Brownian motion) is proposed as a model for the transport of a substance in a turbulent medium. The present artide extends the work
in [DP,P2] (and also [CLP]) in several ways: most notably, to the non-linear
case and to very general noise terms which may depend Ort space and time.
We consider a dass of Cauchy problems of the type: I
~~

A«/J

«/J(O)

«/Jo,

+ F(<</J) + \7G(<</J)

0

N,

I

where A is a second order differential operator on lRd, N is a noise and F, Gare
(possibly) non-linear functions of the solution «/J (F may contain noise terms as
weIl), and 0 denotes the Wiek product; - for a more precise formulation of the
problem we refer to Seetion 2.2. We prove existence and ~niqueness results for
these Cauchy problems under various conditions of (global and local) Lipschitz
type on the non-linearities F, G, and for various typesof noise. (This is for
example motivated by the works [L0UI,2] in which positive noise of exponential
type has been employed.)
Our method is an extension ofthe ideas in [DP, PI, P2] (cf. also [CLP, CP]),
namely of the combination of the S-transform with dassical fixed point theorems and so-caIled characterization theorems (e.g., [HKPS, KLPSW, KLS, Ou,
PS] and references quoted there), which serve to reverse the S-transform.
The
basic reason for this procedure is the fact that the S-tdnsform
turns
the
Ho
I
integral and its generalizations (i.e., the Skorokhod and Hitsuda-Skorokhod
integrals, and even more generaIly, integrals of Wiek produc~s of random variables
I
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and noise terms) into a usual Lebesgue integral. Hence, -after the S-transform
is
carried out on the above Cauchy problem, it is amenable to a more or less st.andard contraction method. On a more technicallevel:
due to the non -linearities
one has to work with Banach's contraction mapping theorem on various spaces
of so-called U -functionals
(which are images of generalized random variables
under the S-transform).
In order to cover a large dass of Cauchy problems we
make use as weil of the Hida tri pIe of random variables as of the Kondratiev
tripIes (cf. Section 2.1). We also apply our methods to anticipating stochastic
differential equations and stochastic Volterra equations.
We combine our machinery with the Wick calculus (e.g., [KLS]) in order to
produce a number of examples as illustrations of our results. Among others, we
consider: stochastic reaction-diffusion
equations, stochastic Burgers equations
and an equation modelling population growth in a random medium (all in Wick
form). In this context we also want to mention the works [H0UZ, HL0UZ2,
HL0UZ3, L0Ul, L0U2]. In the linear case (and for space-time white noise),
one finds in [PW] an approach via the Feynman-Kac
and Cameron-MartinGirsanov-Maruyama
formulae.
Our artide is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some mathematical
background from white noise analysis, a precise formulation of the Cauchy problem and the not ion of solution to be used. In Section 3 the necessary Banach
spaces of U -functionals are introduced. In Sections 4 and 5 we prove existence
and uniqueness of solutions of the Cauchy problem under certain global (Section 4), resp. local (Section 5) Lipschitz ~onditions on the coefficients Fand
G. Moreover, a number of examples are considered there. Finally, as a byproduct of our method we treat in SectioI1 6 non-linear anticipating stochastic
differential equations and stochastic Volterra equations, and give again several
examples.
Acknowledgement
One of us (J .P.) has profi ted very much from disClIssions
with Professor H. Watanabe.
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Mathematieal Preliminaries

2.1

Some

Elements

From

White

Noise

Analysis

For kEIN,
denote the space of Schwartz functions by S( JRk) and its dual by
S(JRk). We havc the well-known family cf semi-norms on S(JRk)

Ilell(a,,,) :=

sup

18a~(x)l(1 + Ix!)".

xElR'

where a = (al",

., ak),

ai, I E IN o. We are going to make use of the norms

2

where pEIN
onJR

0

is the L2(JRk)-norm.

1.12,0

and

.

H

d2
dx2

=-

Here; His 1he harmonie oseillator

+ (1 + x2).

The eomplexifieation of the Sehwartz spaee and its dual will be denoted by
SC(JRk) and S/r:(JRk), respeetively. The notation for the eorresponding families
of semi-norms and norms stays unehanged.
1

We shall make use of the probability

spaee (S'(JRk),B,

Jl),

where B is the

Borel (j-algebra indueed by the weak topology and J-l is the measure with ehark
acteristie functional exp(-~I.llo)'
For eaeh ~ E S(JR ) the dual pairing with
w E S'(JRk) defines the random variable w

-.<

w,e

>. To XE (L2)

there is associated a function on S( JRk), ealled the S-tdnsform
I

:= L2(J-l)

of X:
(1)

It is known that elements X E

(L2) admit the Wiener-Itö-Segal
00

X

= L In(x(n)),

deeomposition

!

_

n=O

where the X(",) are symmetrie elements in L2(JRkn),
Wiener integral. Thenorm of X is

and

In

denotes the n-fold

00

IIXII(L2) =

Ln!

Ix(n)li2(JRkn).

n=O

For

ß E [0, 1], pEIN

0,

introduee the Hilbert spaees (S)~ eonsisting of elements
00

cjJ

= L In (cjJ(n))
n=O

sueh that

00

IIcjJlI~,ß,p
:= L(n!)l+ß
Denote by (S)=:

the dual.

< 00.

I(H0kn)pcjJ(n)li2(JRkn)

n=O

I

The spaee (S)ß is defined as the projeetive

limit

(w.r.t. p) of the spaees (S)~. Its dual is the induetive limit of (S)=:, and is
denoted (S)-ß. For ß
0, the spaees (S)O and (S)-O will frequently be denoted
(S) and (S)* respectively. The following ehain of inclusiors holds: 0< ß < 1,

=

(S)l C (Sl

c (S) c (L2) c (Sr c (S)-ß c (S)-l,

Remark
(S) and (Sr are known as the spaees of Hida test functions and of
Hida distributions, respeetively. For ß E (0,1], (S)ß and (S)-ß are ealled the
3

spaces of Kondratiev
ly. The S-transform

test functions and of'Kondratiev
distributions,
(1) can be extended to elements X E (st1.

respective-

To characterize (S)-ß we need the no,tion of U-functionals
First, let ß E
[0,1): Consider functions U : S<r:(JRk) -t <D', with the following two properties:

"i'

1. For every ~, TJE S<r:(JRk),
2. There exist K1, K2

the mapping

> 0 and

z

+ ZTJ)

U(~

f-"-+

p E 7L such that for all

'
is entil'e.

fE

k

S<r:(JR ),

2

IU(OI ~

K1 eocp(I{21~1~:~/).
I

The space of all such functions U will be denoted Uß. Consider complex valued
k
functions U defined on an open neighborHood 0 around zero in S<r:(JR ) , with
the following two properties:
'1'. Fot every ~,TJ E 0 thel'e exists an open set VE,7) around
that the following mapping is analy~ic:
Z

f-"-+

U(~

+ zr)

: V(,7)

-t

zero in <C such

<C.

I

2/. U is locally bounded on 0, i.e. eveFy ~ E 0 has a neighborhood
such that U(N) is bounded.

NeO

We identify two functions when they are equal on a neighborhood
of zero in
S<r:(JRk).Hence, the space U1 consists of germs of functions of above type. We
state the characterization
theorem for (S~- ß :
Theorem 1 Let ß E [0,1]: 1f 4> E (Si)-ß,
then S4> E Uß.
U E Uß there exists a unique element 4> E; (S)-ß
such that S4>

Conversely,

if

= u.

=

A proof ofthis theorem for ß
0 can be found in [HKPS], [KLPSW], [Ou] and
I
[PS]. Thegeneral
caseß E [0,1] is treateq in [KLS].
Thespaces Uß are all closed under the pointwise product offunctions.
Hence,
we can define the Wick product of two elements 4>, '!/JE (S)-ß:
(2)
In the following we shall be concernedl with elements of (S)-ß parametrized
by (t, x) E DT, where Dt := [0, t] x JRd fou 0 < t < =, and d 2: 1. I.e. mappings
I
I

(t, x)

1--+

4>(t, x): DT

-t

(S)-ß.

For ß E [0,1] and nEIN
0, we say thlat 4> E .c~,n(jjT;
(S).,-ß) if and only
if (4)(-, .),'!/J) E C~,n(DT)
for every '!/J E(S)ß.
Here C;n,n(DT)
denotes the
space of complex valued functions which are m times resp. n tirnescontinuously

4

differentiable in t E [0, T] resp. in x E IRd, and all the derivatives are bounded.
We set Cr:(IRd) := C~,n(IRd) and Cb(IRd) := C~(IRd). Consider mappings

(t, x)

t-->

J(t, x;.) : DT

--+

Uß.

For ß E [0,1), J E C~,n(DT;Uß)
if and only if J(-, .;0 E C~,n(DT) far every
k
~ E SdIR )
and the constants J{l, J{2 in property 2 above are independent of
t and x. In case ß
1, J E C~,n(DT;Ul)
if and only ifJ(-,';~)
E C~,n(DT)
for every ~ E 0 and property 2' holds uniformly in t and x. The proof of the
following result is an adoption of the proof given for case ß
0 in [P2]:

=

=

Lemma 2

Let

ß E [0,1] and n E !No. IJ J E C~,n(DT;Uß)

then S-l J E

C~,n(DT; (S)-ß).
2.2

Formulation

Of The Problem

We assume (t, x) E DT, for d ~ 1 and 0
uniformly elliptic differential operator,

where, for given A2 ~ Al

< T<

00.

Let A be a second order

> 0,
d

AlIyI2 ~

L aij(t,x)YiYj

~ A21yI2

i,j=l

for all Y E IRd, and (t, x) E DT' We furthermore assume that the coefficient
functions are in CHDT) so that the heat equation ~~ - Au
0 has a fundamental solution q(t, x; s, y) with bounds
'

=

Iq(t, x;

s,

y)1

Ivq(t,x;s,y)1

<

J{

2
exp( -A Ix -, yI )

It _

sl-d/2

It _

sl-(d+l)/2

It -' si '

q

<

J{

exp( -'A

q

2

Ix - yI )
It - si "

where A, f{q > 0 are suitable constants, and the gradient, is taken either w.r.t.
the x or the Y variable (see, e.g. [Fr], [LSU]). These bounds imply the following
estimates

imdlq(t,x;s,Y)1

f

Ivyq(t,

Jm

< Kq(if/2

dy

=:Cq,

< Cq(t - s)- t.

x; s, y)1 dy

d
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(3)
(4)

ß E [0,1] and N(t, x) = (N1(t, x), ... , Nd(t, x)), where the components
Ni(t,x)
belong to (S)-ß,
for i = 1, ... ,d. Let Fand
G be two functions Oll
Cb(DT; (S)-ß) such that for every </J E Cb(DT; (S)-ß)

Consider

F(cjJ), G(cjJ) : DT
We consider the stochastic

Cauchy problem

ocjJ
ot (t, x) - AcjJ(t, x)

=
=

cjJ(O,x)

F(cjJ)(t, x)

0

N(t, x)

oG

= L ox.(t,
;=1

The corresponding
parts) to:

cjJ(t,x)

integral

= f

-

rf

Ja J md

11

1
a

-1

formulation

x)

0

Ni(t, x).

'

of (5) leads (after

an integration

by

cjJa(y)q(t,x;O,y)dy

Jmd

+

N(t, x)
(5)

d

x)

+ \lG(cjJ)(t, x)o

cjJa(x),

with

\lG(cjJ)(t,

(S)-ß.

-t

q(t,x;s,y)F(cjJ)(s,y)dyds
q(t, x; s, y)G(cjJ)(s, y)

md

aN
L T(S'
uy,
d

0

y) dy ds

i=1

l

fm

\lyq(t,x;s,y).N(s,y)oG(cjJ)(s,y)dyds.

d

(6)

The integrals are understood in the sense of Bochner. By a solution of (5), we
shall understand an element cjJ E Cb(DT; (S)-ß)
which satisfies (6). To prove
existence and uniqueness results for (5) we are going to study its S-transform:
Let u(t, x;e) := ScjJ(t, x, .)(e) and define the functions
.

f(u)(t,
g(u)(t,

x;
x;

InformalS~transformationof(6)

u(t,x;e)

=

+/

f

:=
:=

SF(S-1U(t,
SG(S-1u(t,

with n(t,x;ü:=SN(t,x)(e)

f

gives

q(t,x;s,Y)f(u)(s,y;e)dyds

111

dq(t,x;s,y)g(u)(s,y;e)

a

x))(e),
x))(O-

ua(y;e)q(t,x;O,y)dy

Jmd

Ja Jmd

-

0
0

m

L 0oni(s,y;Üdyds
y,
d

i=1

_r
f \lyq(t,x;s,y)n(s,y;e)g(u)(s,y;e)dyds.
Ja J md
6

(7)

In this paper, we study problem (6) for fand g satisfying a uniform or local
Lipschitz condition. We refer to Section 4 and 5 fora precislon of the conditions .
on fand g. In case. that fand g are uniform Lipschitz, we will distinguish
between two types of noise N(t, x): If n = SN grows like a polynomial in leI.
i.e, for a a > 0
In(t,x;e)1 ~ /{n(l + lel~,p)
we call N polynomial

3

noise, otherwise nonpolynomial

noise.

Banach Spaces of U-Functionals

In this section we introduce function spaces which will become useful for our
treatment of (5). We remark that similar spaces can be found in [CLP, CP].
For d, kEIN and T > 0 fixed, consider functions u : DT x V -> <17, where V
is an open subset of Sc(IRk). We make th~ following assumptions:
(i) (Continuity)

For every fixed element {E V, u(., .;e) E Cb(DT).

(ii) (Measurability) For every {, 'Tl E V, there exists an qpen set Ve,'1 c<17 such
that the following mapping is Borel-measurable:

(iii) (Analyticity)

I

+ Z'Tl) : DT

(t, x, z) •.....•
u(t, x;{

x Ve,,,

->

<17.

For every (t, x) E DT an analytic mapping is defined by
Ve,'1

z •.....•u(t,Xj{+Z'Tl):

->

<17.

Denote by Ü the space of all such functions u. Introduce the norm

lIull:=

sup{lu(t,xje)lw(t;{);

E DT

(t,x,e)

x

(8)

V},

where the weight function w is given by
. C) _ exp( -tL(e»
- 1 + R( e) .

w ( t,..

e

.•...

The functions R, L : V -> JR+ are such that Z •.....•L( + Z'Tl) and z •.....•
R( { + z'Tl) are
measurable and bounded on every compact subset K c Ve,'1 for fixed 'Tl E V .
Let U := {u E Ü : Ilull <oe}. Obviously, (U,II.II) isanormedvectorspace
..
•

Proposition

.-

'.

3

(U, 11.11)

.',.

'.'_

:.'

__

e,

I

',:

~

.

...:

is a Banach space.

Proof
The proof follows the arguments given in [CLP]: To show that U is
complete, let (Un)~=1 be a Cauchy sequence in U. For (t,x,O E DT x V:

7

Denoting

by

1.100

On DT we obtain,

the supremum-notm

Iun(-, .;~) -

rn(-,

U

.;0100 ~

jlun

-

umll(l

+ R(~))exp(TL(~)).

By completeness of the space (Cb (DT), I ' 1(0)' there exists 'u(" '; 0 E .Cb( DT )
such that un(-, .;0 -> u(-, .;~) in I ,Ioo-norm. I.e., for a given £ > 0

sup{lun(t,x;O-u(t,x;~)I:
n ~ N(O,

for an appropriate
implies

Iu(t, x; ~)Iw(t;

This inequality

0 <

ju(t, x;

0-

< const.

for all nEIN

with 0

<

w(t;

0 ~

Ilun - umll < £,
inequality

+ Iun(t,

x;

Olw(t;0

we find

< 00;
>0

Since (un )~=1 is Cauchy in U, there exists N

such that

'<In, m ~ N.

we get

lu(t, x;~) - un(t, x; ~)IW(ti~)
~ lun(t, Xi~) - um(t, x; ~)Iw(t;~)

Since um(-,.;

together

un(t, x; ~)Iw(t;~)

Ilull ~ £ +\Iunll

~

< £,

DT}

Iu(-, ,;~) - un(-, .; 0100 + \Iunil ~ £ + Ilunll,

Because Ilunll

By the triangle

E

'

<
for n ~ N(~).

(t,x)

+ lum(t, x;

0-

u(t, x; Olw(t;~)

£+Ium(-,.;~)-u(-,';~)Ioo.

0 ->

U(-,'i~)

in j . loo-norm, we let m tend to

00

arid obtain:

This yie1ds Ilu - unll ~ £ for all n ~ N, i.e., Un -> u w.r.t. the II.II:-norm.
It remains to show conditions (ii) and (iii): Since by assumption

(t, x, z) ->un(t,

x; ~ -+

Z'f))

:

DT x Ve,'1 ->

([;'

is measurable for every n, the same holds for the limit (t, x, z) -> u(t, Xi~ + Z'f)).
We show analyticity(iii):
Fix~, 'f) E V and (t, x) E DT: Consider the analytic
function ün(z) := un(t, x; ~ + z'f)) on Ve,'1' Bydirect estimation
lün(z)1

= lun(t,

x; ~ + z'f))1

<
<

Ilunll(l + IJ{(~ + z'f))I)exp(tL(~

+ z'f)))

(sup Ilun\l)(l +IJ{(~ + Z'f))I) exp(tL(~
nEIN

8

+ Z'f))).

Hence, Ul"

ia bouncled uniformly

oll

K-

ßVßry ppmpl}(:t

C Vi,')' since so a,re

L(e + ZT/) ane! K(e + z11). Morf)Ovßf, ~incß ijfl(.~) cQnY~f~tl~ pointvvüw to ii(z) :=
u(t, x; e + ZT/), it follows by the theorem of Vita.li that u 'is analytic on V{,7)' I.e.,
Z

u(t, x;

t-t

e + ZT/)

:

V{,7)

->

<D

is analytic, and therefore u satisfies condition (iii), tao.

•

In what follows same explicitly given funetians L(e), R(e) and subsets V will
be used. We fix notation for later purposes:

=

=

The case ß < 1: Choose V
Sc(JRk) and V{,7)
<Din (ii). Condition (iii) now
says that the map Z t-t u(t,x;e + zT/) is entire. In this case, denote Ü by Üe,
where e indicates entireness. For pEIN 0 and constants C, C ~ 0 consider
(9)
For these particular choices of L(e), R(e) and V, we shall denote the corresponding space by (Uß,p, 11.IIß,p). Notice that ß < ß' implies Uß,p C UßI,p'
The case

ß = 1: The space (U1,p, 11.Ih,p), for pEIN
L(e) := C,

where C,

Thus Z

t-t

Remark

C > O. Vand

V{,7)

R(e):=

0,

is defined by setting
(10)

[}

> 0) are given by

in (ii) (depending on p and 6

lel2,p < fi},
IzllT/12,p < 6 - leI2,p}'

Vp(6)

:=

{e E SIf:(JRk):

V{.f)

:=

{z E <D:

(11 )

e

u(t, x; + zT/) is locally analytic. Ü will in this case be denoted Ü/.
Let u E Uß,p for ß E [0,1). Then u(t,x;e) satisfies the bound
_2_

lu(t, x;

e)1~ Ilull.ß,p exp(TC(l + leltt)).

e)

Moreover, since u(.,.;
E Cb(DT) for every
that there exists 4J E Cb(DT; (S)-ß) such that

e E Sc(JR

k

)

,

we seeby

Lemma 2

S4J(t, x )(e) = u(t, x; e).
For u E U1,p we correspondingly

S4J(t,x)(5)

4

obtain

4J E Cb(DT; (S)-l)

= u(t,x;e),

e

such that

E Vp(6).

The Uniform Lipschitz Case

In this section we are going to work with the spaces Üe, Ü/ and (Uß,p, 1I.IIß,p).
The treatment of polynomial and non-polynomial noise. is separated into two
sections. In Section 4.1 the case ofpolynomialnoise
is considered, for ß E [0,1).
The non-polynomial case is treated for ß
1 in Section 4.2.

=

9

4.1

The Case of Polynomial Noise

r

Define the operator

on Uß,p, for

r

ru(t,x;~)

by

uo(y;~)q(t,x;O,y)dy

JJRd

t l

+

ß E [0,1) and pEIN

Jo JJRd

r

t

Jo JJRd

q(t,x;s,y){f(u)-g(u)m}(s,y;f)dyds
\lyq(t,x;s,y).n(s,y;~)g(u)(s,y;~)dyds,

(12)

where
d

m(t, x;~)

:=

ani
L ax,
(t, x; e).
i=l

•

We impose the following technical assumptions
(A) The initial function Uo : JRd

Sc(JRk)

X

on the operator

-+ ([;' is

r:

such that

,
luo(x; ~)I :S Ko exp(1{ol~I~,~ß),
for some Ko ~ O. Moreover, for every ~,TJ E sc(Ikk),
(y,Z)
is Borel measurable,

1-+

and Z

+ ZTJ):

uo(Y;~
1-+

uo(y;

~

JRd x([;'

+ ZTJ)

-+

the mapping
([;'

is entire.

gare functions from Üe into itself. For u, v E Üe they satisfy a
uniform Lipschitz bound with someconstant
KJ,g ~O, and (TE [0,1]:

(8) fand

,
If(u)(t,

x;O - f(v)(t,

x;~)1

Ig(u)(t, x;~) - g(v)(t, x;~)1
Also, fand

< KJ,g(l + I~I~~ß
)Iu(t, x;~) - v(t, x; ~)I,
-'-

l-~

< KJ,g(l+I~I~~ß)-,

lu(t,x;~)-v(t,x;~)I.

gare of polynomial growth

,
If(u)(t,x;~)1

< KJ,g(1 + 1~1~~ß)(l + lu(t, x;~)I),

Ig(u)(t,x;OI

< KJ,g(l + !~I~~ß
)-, (1 + lu(t, x; ~)J).

(C) For i = 1, ... d,

ni

-'-

l-~

and ~~~ are elements of Üe.

In addition, there exists a

positive constant Kn such that for all ~ E S~(JRk)

In(t,x;~)I:S
where

(T

Kn(l

+ I~I~;ß)~, Im(t,x;ül,:SKn(1

is the constant in (B).
10

+ I~I~;ß).L¥,

We remark that a-priori we do not need to have the same p in conditions (A)(C). However, since the norms I . i2,q are increasing for increasing q, we can
always find one pfOf which all the above conditions hold. Define the constant
C appearing in (9) to be equal tothe constant I<o in condition (A). To get a
more compact notation, intröduce the function

j( u )(t, x;~)
Note thatJ

:=

fullfillsassumption

Proposition 4

J( u )(t, x;~) - g(u )(t, x;~)m(t,

x;~);

(B), but now with I<j := I<J,g

Under conditions

(A)-(C),

+ I<J,gI<n'

the operator f maps Uß,p into it-

self.
Proof In the first step we verify the properties (i)-(iii) from Section 3:
(i) Let u E Uß,pand fix ~ E SC(JRIc). Conditions (A)-(C) imply that uo(-; 0,
u)(., .;~) and g( u)(-, .; ~)ni(-, .;~) for i = 1, ... , d are bounded and measurable
functions. l,From Theorem A.3 in [DP] we conclude fu(-, .;~) E Cb(DT)'
(ii) Fix~, 7] E Sc(JRk), and let u E Uß,p' By conditions(A)-(C),
the functions

1(

(x,z)
(t,x,z)
(t,x,z)

•.....• uo(x;~+z7])
•.....• 1(u)(t,x;~+z7])
•.....• g(u)(t,x;~+z7])ni(t,x;~+z7]),

i=I,

... ,d,

are all Bore! measurable. The function (t, x, z) •.....•fu(t, x, ~ + z7]) is therefore
Borel measurable, since it is the integral of products of such functions.
(Hi) Fix~, 7] E SC(JRk), and consider u E Uß,p' We will show by an application
of Morera's theorem that z •.....•fu(t, x; ~ + z7]) is entire, for every (t, x) E DT'
~M
I

(13)

q(t,x;O,y)uo(Y;~+Z7])

a(y,z)

q(t, x; s, y)1(u)(s, y;~ + z7])
-'Vyq(t, x; s, y). n(s, y;~

'-

b(s,y,z)

+ Z7])g(u)(s,

y;~+

z7]).

(14)

From (A)-(C) we know that, for every fixed (s, y) E DT, the functions a(y,.)
and b(s, y,.) are entire. Moreover, a and bare Borel measurable. We estimate

Ja(y, z)1

=

Iq(t, x; 0, y)l. luo(y; ~

+ z7])1

~ Iq(t, x; 0, y)l. R(£. +z7]). .

(15)

Since R(£. + Z7]) is bounded on every compaet /C c ([;\it follows that a is
integrable on JRd x /C. Let I be the boundary of a closed rectangle in <C'. By
Fubini's theorem and entireness of a(y, .),

1

7Xmd

a(y,z)dydz=

l

f a(y,z)dZdy=O.
Jmd 7
11

Sinee this holds for every closed reet angle in <C,Morera'stheorem

z>:-->

r

implies that

a(y,z)dy

JIRd

We argue similarly for b, and estimate

is entire.

:S

Ib(s, y, z)1

iri the following way:

+ Z1])1

Iq(t, x; s, y)I.lj(u)(s,
y;~
+1'V'yq(t, x; s,y)I.lg(u)(s,

y; ~ +Z1])1 . In(s, y;~

+ Z1])1

2

< Iq(t, x; s, y)lI< j(1 + I~+ z1]I~,~ß)(1 +)u(s, y; ~ + Z1])I)

+ I'V'yq(t,

_2_

1

+ I~+ z1]I~,~ß )" (1 + lu(s, y; ~ + Z1])I)

x; s, y)lI< j(l

2

< Iq(t, x; s, y)lI< j(l + I~+ z1]I~:~/
)(1 + IluIIß,p)w(t; ~ +Z1])-l
+ I~+z1]I~,iß )&(1+ IluIIß,p)w(t; ~ + Z1])-l.

+1'V'yq(t, x; s, y)lI<j(l

By the assumptions on w, it follows that b is integrable
compact K c <C. By Fubini's theoremand
theentireness

,j'

1'x[a,t]xIRd

Again, by Morera's

t

b(s,y,z)dzdsdy=

Ja

theorem

r

jb(s,y,z)dzdyds=O.

JIRd

l'

'

we have that

z>:-->

tr

Ja

b(s,y,z)dyds

JIRd

is entire. This proves (iii).
The seeond step is to show that fu is bounded
u E Uß,p' We will usethe abbreviation

I<
where Cq isdefined

Ifu(t,

x;

on DT x K for every
ofb(s, y, -), we have

:= max (I< j,

Cq)

in (3). Using (B) for fand

in the

IIß,p~norm, for

11 .

(16)

,

g we find

e)1

l

t

< I<w(t; e)-l + I<2(1 + lel~:1)(1 + IluIIß,p)(l + R(e))

l

exp(sL(~))ds

t

+I<2(1

+ lel~~ß
)!(1 + lIuIlß,p)(l + R(e))

f~

We estimate
exp(sL(e))ds
lowing estimate:

:S (L(~))-l

l

s)-!

:S (L~O)

exp(sL(e))ds

12

exp(sL(e))ds.

In [eLp] we find the fol-

exp(tL(e)).

t

LU -

(t - s)-!

2

.

exp(tL(e)).

Taking into account L(~)

Ifu(t,x;e)l::;

= C(1

2

+ lel"Rf) we finally obt~in

(K+(I~2

+ 7l"~~2)(1+IIUIIß,p))

w(t;ü-1.

(17)

This implies Ilfullß,p ::; const.(1 + IluIIß,p).

•

Proposition 5 Let K be given by (16). For C = 4K2 + 167l"K4 in (9), f
defined in (12) is astriet
contraction
and therefore has a unique fixed point
u E Uß,p'

i

Proof
Let u, v E Uß,p' Using the Lipschitz condition on
and g in (B), the
polynomial bound on n(t, x; e) in (C) and the definition of 11.IIß,p, gives

l

t

Ifu(t,

x; e)1 ::; (K2(1

x; e) - fv(t,

+ R(O)

+ lelI7)(1

l

exp(sL(e))ds

t

+K2(1

+ lel~~/l )t(1 + R(O)

The estimations

of the integrals

(t - s)-t

eXP(sL(e))ds)

in the proof of Proposition

Ilu - vIlß,p'
4 yield

With the choice C = 4K2 + 167tK4 we obtain

Ifu(t,

x;

e) -

fv(t,

x;

1
e)1 ::; 2"
u

-

vIlß,pw(t; e)-

1

,

and hence IIfu-fvIlß,p
::; ~lIu-vIlß,p'
Banach's fixed point theorem now implies
the second claim.
•
By the remark at the end of Section 3, there exists a unique </J E Cb(DT; (S)-ß)
such that for the fixed point u we have S</J(t, x)(e)
u(t, x;e). To show that </J
is a solution of (6), we must prove that the inverse S-transform
commutes with
the integrals in (7): For the fixed point u E Uß,p and fixed (t, x) E DT, define

=

</J(s,y;e)

:=

Then we have for a suitable

q(t,x;s,y)f(u)(s,y;e)
+V'yq(t, x; s, y}. n(s,y;

e)g( u)(s, y; O.

(18)

K:

constant
2

I</J(s,y;

01 ::;

Iq(t, x; s, y)IK(1

+ lel~;;n(1

+ IluIIß,p) exp(T L(e))
_2_

+1V'yq(t, x; s, y)IK(1

1

+ lel~;;/ )'2(1 + IluIlß,p) exp(TL(e))
2

< (Iq(t, x;

s, y)1 + .IV'yq(t, x; s, y)1) K(1 + lIuIlß,p) exp(K(1

13

+ lel~,~/l)).

Since Iq(t,x;.,.)1
and lV'yq(t,x;.,.)1
are integrable
proof of Theorem 4.51 in [HKPS] that

on Dt, it follows as in the

Hence, cP is a solution of (6). We summarize:

Theorem 6

Under conditions (A)-(C)
solution cP E Cb(DT; (S)-ß) of (6).

4.2

and for

ß E [0,1), there exists a unique

The Case Of Nonpolynomial Noise

Consider again r introduced in (12). In this section r will be studied on U1,p
for fixed pEIN
0 and 8 > O. Recall that V{,ry and V depend on p and 8, and
that Uo is the initial function. We make the following assumptions:

(Al)

Uo : JRd x

Vp(8) ~ <C' is bounded and such that for every e, ry E Vp(8),
(y, z) •.....•uo(y;e

is Borel measurable.

+ zry)

Also z •.....•uo(y; e

: JRd x V{,7) - .• <C'

+ zry)

is analytic on

V{,7)'

(BI) fand

gare functions on Ü/ into itself. For u, v E Ül they satisfy a uniform
Lipschitz bound (h stands for f or g)

Ih(u)(t,

x;e) - h(v)(t, x;e)1 ::; Kf,glu(t,

and are of polynomial growth (Kf,g

Ih(u)(t,x;OI::;
(Cl) For i = 1, ... d,

ni

positive constantKn

x;O - v(t, x;e)J,

is a positive constant)

+ lu(t,x;e)l).

Kf,g(1

and ~ are elements of Ü/. In addition, there exists a
such that for all (t,x,e) E DT x Vp(8)
d

In(t,x;e)l::;

Kn,

12: ~:i(t,x;e)l::;
i=l

Kn.

'

Choose the constant C in (10) as C := sup{luo(x;e)1; (x,e) E JRd x Vp(8)},
which is finite by (Al). The constant C in (10) is chosenlike in Proposition 5.
Under conditions (Al)-(Cl),
the operator r defined by (12)
contraction on U1,p and has a unique fixed point u E U1,p'

Proposition 7
is astriet

14

Proof Similarly as in Seetion 4.1, but now with conditions (A1)-(C1),
argue as folIows: For fixed
1JE Vp(6), fu(-, .;e) E Cb(D1') and

we

e,

(t, x,z)

•.....•fu(t,

x;e

+ Z1J)

: DT x Ve,'I ~ ([7

Let K be a compact subset of Ve,'I and u E U1,p' Since
an argument analogous to the onein Seetion 4.1 shows
that the two funetions a and. b defined in (13) and (14), are integrable on JRd x J( .
and DT x J(, respeetively. Let
be the boundary to a closed reet angle in
,'I'
Fubini's theorem together with analyticity of a and b on Ve,'I yield

is Borel measurable.

L(e)

= c, R(e) =

C,

ve

"I

f

a(y, z) dydz

1

= f

. "(xJRd

= 0,

a(y, z) dz dy

JJRd

"(

and

1

t f

b(s,y,z)dzdsdy=

"(x[O,t]xJRd

Ja

JJRd

l

b(s,y,z)dzdyds=O.

"(

e

Hence, by Morera's theorem, the funetion z •.....•fu(t, x; + Z1J) is analytic on
VC'I' fu is bounded in the 11.lll,p-norm, whenever u E Ul,p, and from the choice
of C, f is strictly contraetive in the norm 11. Ill,p' By Banach's fixed point
theorem the second claim folIows.
•
From the remark at the end ofSeetion

SI/>(t,x)(e)

3, there exists eb E Cb(DT; (S)-l)

= u(t,x;e),

so that

e E V (6).
p

By estimating the funetion I/>(s, y; e) defined in (18) like in the preceding section,
we get from Theorem 6 in [KLSJ that the inverse S-transform commutes with
integration. Hence I/> is a solution of (6).
Theorem 8

Undtr

Cb(DT; (S)-l)

0/ (6).

4.3

conditions

(Al)-(Cl), there exists a unique solution

I/> E

Examples

=

Assurne G(I/»(t, x) = I/>(t,x) and F(I/»(t, x)
I/>(t,x) 0 N(t, x), with N
C(DT; (S)-ß). Hence, the equation under consideration is
GI/>

[jt(t,

.

x) - AI/>(t, x) = I/>(t,x)

0

-

N(t, x)

+ VI/>(t, x)

0

N(t, x).

Example 1: Polynomial
noise. Let k = d + 1, and define Ni and
to time-space white noise. l.e., informally

Ni(t,x,W)

= N(t,x"w):=
15

(w,6t,x),

N

E

(19)

to be equal

where bt,x is Dirac's o-function. This space-time white noise will also be denoted
as Wt x, and is the time-space derivative of the Brownian sheet considered as a
gener~lized random variable in (S)". ItsS~transform
is given by

=

=

The hypotheses (B) and (C) are obviously satisfiecl for ß
O. Hence, if S<Po Uo
satisfies (A), we have a solution <P E Cb(DT; (S)") of (19).
From a physical point of view ,it might be interesting to smear out the noise
in the space variable. Given d+ 1 functions p,1/Ji E C~,l(DT),
i
1, ... ,d,

=

define Ni and.

N

to be

r

Ni(t, x,w)

1/Ji(t, x - y)Wt,y(w)

dy,

i

=

1, ... , d,

1JRd

JJR

N(t,x,w)

p(t, x - y)Wt,y(w)

d

The corresponding

SNi(t,

S-transforms

will be

r
r

x, .)(~)

dy.

1/Ji(t, x - y)~(t, y) dy,

i

= 1, ...

, d,

1JRd

SN(t,

x, ;)(~)

p(t, x - y)~(t, y) dy.

1JRd

Since p is bounded,

we get for large enough I

x, ')(~)I

ISN(t,

<

r

<

r

Ip(t, x - y)II~(t, y)1 dy ::; Kp

1JRd

r

Kp

I~(t, y)1 dy

1JRd

(1 + Iyl)-'Y dy

11~II(o,'Y)::; Cllell(o,'Y).

1JRd

We argue in the same way for SNi.

{)

-{) SN(t,

x, .)(~)

Xi

=

Moreover, since p E C~,l(DT),

1 -{)

8

{)p

JRd

(t, x - y)e(t, y) dy,

xi

-

i

= 1"
..

.. , d.
'

We find I 8x,sNi(t, x, .)(e)1 ::; C11~II(o,'Y). For p large enough, 11~lko,'Y)::; CI~12,p,
and thus our hypotheses (B) and (C) are satisfied with ß = O. We obtain a
solution <PE Cb(DT; (Sn
of (19), wheneverS<po
Uo satisfies (A).
~ In [GH0UZ] a nüise is considered which is also smeared out in the time
variable. I.e.,

=

Ni(t,x,W)

.-

r r

1/Ji(t-s,x-y)Wt,y(w)dyds,

r r

p(t-s,x-y)Wt,y(w)dyds,

1JR 1JRd

N(t,x,w)

1JR 1JRd
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i=I,

... ,d,

tor p, 'l/J; E C~,l(JR x JRd). p, 'l/J; and their first order space derivatives are
elements in S_p(JRd+1) for so me p > 0, so that we can estimate the S-transform
with the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, and obtain

SN; is treated similarly. If S</Jo = Uo satisfies hypothesis
0, we see that there exists a solution </J ECb(DT;(S)*),
and p large enough one can even show that

(A) for this p and ß =
For p,'l/J; E Sp(JRd+1)

</J(t, x,,) E (£2), for all (t, x) E DT'
d
For example, if wehave deterministic initial conditions in Cb(JR ), and p, 'l/J; E
S(JRd+1), such a p obviously exists. We remark that in [GH0UZ] a FeynmanKac formula for the solution is worked out.
Example 2: N onpolynomial noise. Examples of noises which eannot be bounded
by a polynomial, are easy to produee. For instance, let N; and N be equal to
the Wick exponential ofsingular white noise Wt,x(w), I.e., informally

N;(t, x, w) = N(t, x,w) :=: exp Wt,x(w)

:, i = 1, ... , d.

The Wick exponential 01' white noise has been considered as a model for positive
noise (e.g. [HL0UZ1]).
Its S-transform
(which could be taken as a rigorous
definiton in view of Theorem 1) is

S (: exp Wt,x(-) :) (~) = exp{~(t, x)),
which shows that this noise can not be bounded like in (C). Choose 6
let ~ E Vp(8) where p is such that sUP(t,x)EDT
1~(t,x)l:::;: cl~12iP' Then
IS (: exp Wt,x(-)

> 0, and

:) (~)I :::;:exp(c6), for all ~ E Vp(6).

Similarly, by changing p if necessary, we ean bound the space derivative of SN;.
It is easily seen that conditions (B1), (Cl) hold, so we have a solution </J E
Cb(DT; (S)-l)
for (19), whenever S</J = Uo satisfies (Al). The same argument
shows that also the normalized exponential of regularized noise (smeared in
space or in time-spaee) gives a solution in Cb(DT; (S)-l).

5

The Local Lipschitz Case

The spaces of [j-functionals
underconsideration
in this section will be U1,p with
L(~) and R(O both identical tozero.
Moreover, we will see that for the nonlinear heat equation, only loeal (in time) solutions exist. Hence, we are going
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I

to eonsider the spaee U1,p where the time parameter is in an interval
aT:S T.We
denote this spaee by U1,p(T), andits norm will be

Ilulir
Of course,
T ta for
explieitly
approach

=

5.1

:=

sup{lu(t,

x;~)1; (t, x,~)

E

Dr

x

[0; T], for

Vp(o)}.

(U1,p(T), 11.llr) is a Banach spaee. We shall see that there exists a
whieh the problem under investigation has a solution. This ta will be
given in Seetion 5.1 below (see (20)). We remark that the idea to our
is taken [rom [Sm].

Existence And Uniqueness Of Solution

For the operator r in (12), we assurne (Al) and (Cl) of Seetion 4.2, pEIN
fixed and 0 > O. In addition fand g will satisfy a modifieation of (BI):
(BI')

=

a

=

1 and gare functions of U, into itself, obeying 1(0)
g(O)
O. Consider
u, v E U, with lu(t, x; ~)I, Iv(t, x; ~)I :S M for a eonstant M > O. Then
there existsY<j,g(M)
such that (h stands for 1 and g)
Ih(u)(t,x;O-

h(v)(t,x;~)I:S

Kj,gju(t,x;O-

v(t,x;OI.

Let IUaloo := sup{lua(x;~)1 : (x,~) E IRd x Vp(o)}, and consider the closed ball
with'radius Cqlualoo (ta will be speeified below):

Obviously

OE B1,p(ta),

so

'U

E B1,p(ta) satisfies IIUllto :S 2Cqlualoo. For

KU := Kj,g(2Cqlualoo)
the functions 1 and g are uniform Lipsehitz on B1,p(ta) for any ta, with Lipsehitz
constant Kj,g' I.e., far u, v E B1,p(ta), (h stands for 1 or g)

Ih(u)(t,x;~)-

h(v)(t,x;~)I:S

Kj,glu(t,x;~)-

v(t,x;~)I.

The function j := 1- g. m (m is as in Section 4) satisfies (BI')
Lipsehitz on B1,p (ta) with Lipsehitz eonstant
Ki := KU
Proposition

9

that r : B1,p(ta)
B1,p(ta).

and is uniform

+ Kj,gKn.

Assume (Al), (Bl') and (Cl).
Then there exists ta > 0 so
B1,p(ta) is a contraction and.has a unique fixed point u E

-+
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Proof

Let u E B1,p(to)

and t.~ to. We estimate,

f

Ifu(t,x;e)-

using (Al), (BI')

and (Cl),

uo(y;e)q(t,x;O,y)dyl

1m

d

t f

<
~

Iq(t,x;s,y)ll(uHs,y;e)ldyds

~d

I

t

+

f

lY'yq(t,x;s,y)I.ln(s,y;e)I.lg(u)(s,yje)ldyds

10 1m

d

t f Iq(t,x(s,y)ldyds
10 1R
+/{f,g/{nllullto
t f lY'yq(t,

< /{jllullto

d

10 1m

x; s, y)1 dyds

d

<

(Cq/{ j . t

+ 2Cq/{f,g/{n

. t~ ) 2Cq luoloo.

Choose to as

to

:=

(4Cq/{

j

+ 64C; /{J,g/{~

r

1

(20)

.

From this it is easy to see that for t ~ to

2C q /{ f-. t
We therefore

1

(21)

<
- 2'

obtain that

thus fu E B1,p(to).
For u E B1,p(to), the arguments in Seetion 4.1 with the
modifications made in Section 4.2 show that fu(t, Xj e) possesses the correet
continuity, measurability and analyticity properties.
If u, v E B1,p(to), we show that f is strictly contractive in the 1I.llto-norm:

Ifu(t,xje)-

<

fv(t,x;e)1

t f Iq(t,x;s,y)I'll(u)(s,y;e)-i(v)(s,Yje)ldyds
10
+ t f lY'yq(t,xjs,y)I.!n(s,Yje)I'lg(u)(s,Yje)-g(v)(s,y;e)ldyds.
~d

.

10 1m

d

<

(Cq/{j'

t

+ 2Cq/{f,g/{n

.t~)

Ilu - vllto ~ ~lIu - vllto,

so IIfu - fvllto ~ ~llu-vllto' Since B1,p(to) c U1,p(tO), we obtain the second
claim from .Banach's fixed point theorem.
•
There exists 4J E Cb(Dto; (S)-l)
so that S4J(t, x, .)(e)
u(t, x;e), for E Vp(8).
Moreover, by arguments similar to those in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, 4J solves (6).

=
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e

Theorem 10 Under conditions (Al), (Bl') and (Cl) there exists to
that problem (6) has a solution <p E Cb( Dta; (S) -1).

> 0 such

Remark The solution cP above is unique in the sense that it is the only solution
of (6) for whieh the S-transform is an element of B1,p(tO)'

5.2

Examples

We shall eoneentrate on examples produeed by the so-ealled Wiek ealeulus (see
[KLS]): Let h(z) be an entire function with Taylor expansion
00

h(z)

= L anzn.
n=l

Theorem 12 in [KLS] states that for every W E (S)-l

we have

00

hO(w)

:= L an won E (S)-l

and

S (hO(w)) (~)

= h (Sw(O)

.

n=l

Example 1: Stochastic Reaetion-DijJusion
Equations of Wiek Type. Let k =
d + 1, N = 0, and assurne that the noise N(t, x,w) satisfies ii:= SN E U1,p(T),
e.g. N = Wt,x' Then (Cl) trivially holds and (BI') is easily verified for the
following two types of reaetion-diffusion

problems:

ocP
ot (t, x) - AcP(t, x)

hO(cP(t, x))

+ cP(t, x)

ocP
&(t,

hO(cP(t, x))

0

x) -AcP(t,

x)

0

N(t, x)

N(t, x).

In view of Theorem 10 we obtain a loeal solutioiI cP E Cb(Dta; (S)-l), whenever
ScPo = uo satisfies (Al). We remark that the seeond equation possesses aglobai
solution, i.e. to = T, if uo is just a function of x, and if f1iillT ~ el~12,p, for same
P, e > O. This ean be seen as folIows. For lu(t, x,OI., Iv(t, x,~)1 ~ 2Cqluoloo and
~ E Vp(8), i.e. 1~12,p < 8, we have
IJ(u) - J(v)1

liil .Ih(u) - h(v)1
< IliillT sup{lh'(z)l; Izl ~

2Cq\uoloo}lu

-

vi

< e81h'Ioo lu - vI,
where Ih'loo := sup{lh'(z)l;
Izj ~ 2Cqluoloo}' Henee we ehoose /{f,g = e8lh'loo'
Sinee N = 0 we have /{n =0, thus /{i = /{f,g' The definition ofto in (20) gives

to=

1
--4Cq/{f,g

20

(4CqcTlh'loo)-1
and obtain to = T, i.e. the solution 4> is in
Cb(DT; (8)-1). Notice that the conditions on N are satisfied for N = Wt,x
or one of the smeared out versions of Wt,x considered in Section 4.3.

We set 6

Example

=

2: The Wiek Burgers Equation.

f)4J
7Jt(t, x) - A4>(t, x)

= -4>(t,

Let d

x)

0

= 1 and k = 2.

04>
ox (t, x)

+ 4>(t,x)

0

We consider

Wt,x,

i.e., we let N(t, x) = 1, F(4))(t, x) = -4>(t, x)oWt,x and G(4))(t, x) = -!4>02(t, x).1
Of course, we can also let G(4))
hO(4)) for any entire function h. In any case,
we obtain local solutions for this type of equations by Theorem 10. We remark
that the following Burgers equation with gradient coupled noise can also be
studied in our framework:

=

04>
-:Q(t, x) - AtjJ(t, x) = -4>(t, x)
ut

04>
~-(t, x)

0

uX

84>
+ ?:)(t,
uX

x)

0

Wt x.
'

Although this equation is not representable by (5), it is not hard to see that
with minor modifications of our approach a local solution can be established.
The Burgers equation with nori-linearity in Wiek form (and additive noise)
has also been considered in [HL0UZ2, HL0UZ3].

6

Other Applications

In this last seetion we shalllook at ordinary (anticipating) stochastic difl"erential
equations and stochastic Volterra equations within our framework. For earlier
work in this direction, we me nt ion [KP), [L0Ul+2), [CLP), [0Z) and [B2). The
equation under consideration reads

Xo, band (J' can all be anticipating. The last integral above is the Skorokhod
integral (see e.g. [NZ)), which is a generalization of the Ito integral. It is wellknown that the Skorokhod integral coincides with the Hitsuda-Skorokhod
integral (cf. [HKPS), [L0U2J, [BI)) in the case of Skorokhod integrable processes
Fs, i.e.

l

t

Fs 6B s =

l

t

Fs

0

Ws ds.
d

Remark
In case of ordinary equations the variable x E IR which appears in
the definition of Ü, Üe etc. is absent. We will express a function f E Ü which
is constant with respect to x simply by f( t;~) instead of f( t, x; ~).
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6.1

Anticipating

Consider

Stochastic Differential Equations

the stochastic

Xt

differential

= Xo +

equation

1

t
b(s, Xs) ds

1

t
IJ"(s,Xs)

+

0 Ws

(22)

ds

The conditions on Xo, band IJ" will be imposed below. Take the S-transform
(22): Put Vt(O := SXt(~), and define the function

f(v)(t;O

:=

+ ~(t)SIJ"(t,

Sb(t, S-lVt)(~)

S-lVt)(O.

of

(23)

Then we obtain the fixed point problem

(24)

Case: Let ß E [0,1), pEIN

The Uniform Lipsehitz
(al) The mapping

va : Sc;( IR)

-+

<17 is such that

and assume

0,

for every ~, T/ E Sc;( IR) the
2

function

z

f->

vo(~

(bI) f is a function on

+ zT/)
l1e

Ivo(OI :S Ko exp(Ko I~I~:~/).

is entire, and

into itself. Moreover, for u, v E

l1e:

2

If(u)(t;~)

- f(v)(t;~)1

<

KJ(1

+ I~I~/)Iu(t;~)-

v(t;~)I,

2

If(u)(t;OI

<

KJ(1

+ 1~1~,~ß)(l + lu(t;~)I).

11 Under eonditions (al) and (bl) there exist unique solutions
Uß,p to problem (24), ,and Xt E Cb([O, TJ; (S)-ß) to problem (22).

Proposition

v

E

Proof

Define the operator

ru(t;O

r on Uß,p

by

= vo(~) +

1

t
f(u)(s;~)ds.

(25)

Informally speaking, we obtain this operator r from the one in Section 4.1 if
we set N = 0, p(t, x, s, y) = 1, and drop the IRd~integration.
Also conditions
(A) and (B) lead to (al) and (bI) ifthere is no dependence on x E IRd. Simple
modifications in the proof of Proposition 4 thus show that r is a contraction
on Uß,p' The proposition follows by Banach's fixed point theorem and inverse
S-transformation
(Theorem 1).
•

Case: Fix pEIN
0 and 8 > 0. Consider
(24) with the
given as in (23) on U1,p' We impose the following conditions:

The Loeal Lipsehitz
function

f

22

(a2) The function Vo : Vp(8) ~ ([' is bounded, and for every ~, 'f/
Z f-+ vo(~ + Z'f/) is analytic on

Vp(8),

E

~,I]'

(b2) / :UI ~ UI satisfies /(0) = O. If u,V E UI obey lu(t; ~)" Iv(tj ~)I ~ M for
a constant M, there exists K f (M) such that

We follow the arguments in Seetion 5: Let Ivoloo:= sup{lvo(~)1 : ~ E Vp(8)} and
consider the closed ball (for 0 < to ~ T to be defined below)
B1,p(to)

:=

{u E U1,p(to); lIu - vollto ~ Ivoloo}.

We see that u E B1,p(to) implies Ilulito ~ 2lvoloo. With I<f := Kf(2Ivoloo)
function / is uniform Lipschitz on B1 ,p (to) with Lipschitz constant I<f .

the

12 Under conditions (a2), (b2) there exists to > 0 suchthat
(24) has a 'll,nique solution u E B1,p(to), and equation (22) has a solution Xt in
Cb([O, to]; (S)-l).
Proposition

Let

Proof

r on U1,p(to)

l

be defined by (25). We calculate for u E B1,p(to):

l

t

t

Iru(t;~) - vo(~)1~

1/(u)(s;~)1 ds ~ I<f

lu(s;~)1 ds ~ 2I<ftolvoloo.

From the arguments in Seetion 5 and with the choice to := (2I<f )-1, we find
that r is astriet contraction on B1,p(to). By Banach's fixed point theorem and
inverse S-transformation the proposition folIows.
•
Remark The solution Xt is unique in the sense that it is the only solution of
(22) for which SXt(~) E B1,p(to).
Example 1: We start with an application of the uniform Lipschitz case: Define
the functions band u in (22) to be
b(s,Xs)
where

Q'

EIN.

Choose pEIN
Ts
l(l -

= B~c:...soXs,

u(s,Xs)

= B~~~l oXs,

It is easy to see that the function / in (23) in this case is

such that 1~loo~ I<p 1~12,p.A straightforward estimation yields

~(r) dr)"

+ ~(S)(lT-s

~(r) dr)"-ll

< (Ta I<; +Ta-1

I<;)

< I<f(1 + 1~1~,p),
23

1~1~,p

for a constant K f' We see that f is uniform Lipschitz and of polynomial growth
in the sense ofcondition
(bI). Let ß be such that a = l~ß' i. e. ß = ",~2. 11'
a E {O, I} then ß :5 O. In such a case (al) and (a2) also hold for ß
O. Hence,
(22) has a unique solution XtE Cb([O, T]; (S)*). If a > 2, then ß E (0,1), and
the unique solution Xt will be an element of Cb([O, T];(S)-ß).

=

Example 2: In [L0U2] and [B2]' the following nonlinear stochastic equation
been considered as a model for population growth in a random medium:

Xt=Xa+

1tXsO(1-Xs)ds+

1tXsO(1-Xs)bBs.

=

The function f will be f(v)(s;~)
(1 +e(s))v(s;e)(l-v(s;e»)
Lipschitz function. If lu(s;e)l, Iv(s;e)l:5 21SXaloo, we see that

If(u)(s;eY

- f(v)(s;e)1

:5 (1

has

+ Kpb)(l + 4ISXaloo)lu(s;

which is a local

e) - v(s;

01.

12 we obtain a solution Xt E Cb([O, ta]; (S)-l), where
We remark that in [L0U2] and [B2] an explicit
solution is found for the above equation.
Hence, from Proposition

tö1

= 2(1+Kpb)(1+4ISXaloo).

=

Example 3: Let h1, h2 be any two entire functions for which h1(0)
h2(0)
From Theorem 12 in [KLS] and our results thereexists
ta > 0 such that

t

Xt

= Xa + 1

= O.

t
hHXs)

ds

+1

h~(Xs)

(26)

bEs

has a solution Xt E Cb([O, ta]; (S)-l)
far any Xa where SXa satisfies condition
(a2). With Ih~loo := sup{lh~(z)l;
Izl :5 ISXaloo} the time ta is given by

ta

= (2Ih~loo + 2Kpblh~loo)-1

.

-iFrom this expression we see that for the sub-dass of equations (26) satisfying
h1
0 we can obtain globalsolutions:
Choose (in advance) b
(2KpTlh2Ioo)-1.
Then ta
T, i.e. there exists Xt E Cb([O, T]; (S)-l) solving

=

=

=

t

Xt
6.2

= Xa + 1

h~(Xs)

bBs'

Nonlinear Stochastic Volterra Equations

We shall concentrate

our discussion on Volterra equations

of the form
(27)
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Informal S-transformation

v(t;O

yields the equation

+

= y(t;O

1

t

where we abbreviated v(t;~) := SXt(~),
f(v)(t,s;~)
and y(t; 0 := SYi(~). Choose pEIN
such that
ßT := {(t, s): O:S; t :s; T, O:S; s :s; t}.

The uniform
(a3) y E

Lipschitz

Ue,

(b3) f : Ue

case: For 0

:s;

(28)

f(v)(t,s;~)~(s)ds,
:=

1~loo:s;

S(7(t,s,S-lv(s,'))(~)
Kp 1~12,p,and denote

< 1 and A 2:: 0, we assume:

Q'

and for a positive constant Ky,

t E [O,T] and ~ E SdIR):

Ue

is such that f(u) : ßT x SdIR)
-. <D. For~, TJ E S~(IR)
(t,s,z)
1-+ f(u)(t,s;~
+ zTJ) is Borel measurable, and z 1-+
f(u)(t,s;~
+ ZTJ) is entire. Also, s 1-+ f(u)(t,s;~)
is integrable on [O,t] for
o :s; t :s; T. There exists a constant Kf such that for u, v E Ue and s < t,
-.

the mapping

If(u)(t,

s;~) - f(v)(t,
If(u)(t,

With the definition

ß

s;~)1

<

s; ~)I

<

:= A

+ 2Q' -

1.

(29)

A+1
the exponential

Observe that

growth bound on y(t;~)

ß E [-1,1)

when

Q'

in (a3) says

E [0,1) and A

2::

O. We are going to work
_2_

with (Uß,p, 11.IIß,p), with the modification of L(O := CI~I~:: in (9), and choose
C in (9) to be equal to Ky in (a3). Notice that u E Uß,p for ß :s; 0 implies
S-lU E Cb([O, TJ; (S)*). If the constant C in L(~) above is chosen to be

where r(x)

is the f-function,

we have the following result:

Proposition 13 Under conditions (a3) and (b3) there exists a unique solution
u E Uß,p of (28), with ß given as in (29). Also (27) has a unique solution
Xt E Cb([O, Tl; (S)*) for ß ::; 0 and Xt E Cb([O, T]; (S)-ß), for 0< ß < 1.
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Proof

Define the mapping

r on Uß,p by

= y(t;O +

ru(t;O

l

t
(30)

f(u)(t,s;O~(s)ds.

By the integrability
condition in (b3), r is a well-defined operator on Uß,p'
The proof of the proposition follows the arguments from Section 4.1, with the
obvious modifications due to the different form of L(~). We here just show that
r is strictly contractive in the 11 . IIß,p-norm with the above choice of C:

l

t

Iru(t;~)

:S /{pl~kp

rv(t;~)1

If(u)(t,

s;~) - f(v)(t,

s; ~)I ds

l

t

< /{p/{j 1~1~,tl (t - s)-a lu(s;~) - v( s; 01 ds

l

t

< /{p/{j
<

1~1~,tl(l + R(~»

(t - s)-a exp(sCI~I~,~ß) dsllu - vllß,p

/{ /{ r(l - 0:)1~1>'+1
P j
2,p Ilu-vIIß,p(l+R(~»exp(tCI~I~:1).
(CI~I~:;ß )l-a

2

_2

In the last inequality we used Lemma 2.2 in [CLP]. By our choice of ß, we see
1-a = 2/{p/{jr(1-0:).
that l':ß(l-o:)
= A+l. Moreover,
Wefinallyobtain

c

Ilfu - rvllß,p
theorem

:S ~llu - vIIß,p' The last claim follows by Banach's
and inverse S-transformation.

The loeal Lipsehitz

ease: Let

p be as above, and fix

fixed point
•

0 > O. Consider (28) with

the following assumptions:

(a4)

y E

[h, and for a positive constant
ly(t;~)I:S

/{y,

/{y,

for all (t,OE

[O,T] x Vp(o).

(b4) f : Üe -+ Üe is such that f(u) : ßT x Sc(JR) -+ <C and f(O) = O.
For ~, 'fJ ESc(JR),
(t, s, z) 1-+ f(u)(t, s;~ + zr/) is Borel measurable and
z 1-+ f(u)(t,s;~+Z'fJ)
is entire. Also, s -+ f(u)(t,s;O
is integrable on [O,t]
for O:S t:S T. For O:S 0: < 1 and u,v E VI obeying lu(t;~)I, Iv(t;~)I:S
M
for a constant M, there exists Rj (M) such that
If(u)(t,s;~)

- f(v)(t,s;OI:S

~0~l,u(s;~)

- v(s;~)I.

We follow the arguments in Section 5. Let Iyloo := sup{ly(t;~)I;
Vp(o)}, and define for 0< to :S T, the closed ball in U1,p(to):
81,p(to)

:=

{u E U1,p(to); Ilu - yllto :S \Yloo} .
26

(t,~) E [0, T] x

Obviously u E U1,p(tO) implies IIUllto ~. 2JYloo. Let I<f := Kf(2Iyloo)'
Then f is
uniform Lipschitz on 81,p(to) in the sense that for u, v E 81,p(to) ohe has

Jf(u)(t,

s;~) - f(v)(t,s;~)1

~ ( I<f)
t-sa

lu(s;~)

- v(s;~)I.

Proposition 14 Under conditions (a4), (b4) there exists to > 0 such that (28)
has a unique solution u E 81,p(to) and (27) has a solution Xt E Cb([O, T]; (S)-l).1
Proof

r on U1,p(to)

Introduce the operator

Iru(t;~)-y(t;~)1

<

defined by (30). Then

I<fI<polt(t-s)-aJu(s;~)'dS

t (t -

< 2I<fI<polyloo

Jo

s)-a ds ~ 2I<fI<po t1-aIYloo.
1- a

With the choice

to

=

1- a )
( 2I<fI<po

l~'"

r is astriet contraetion on 81,p(to). When 0 decreases then also I<f decreases.
Thus, choosing 0 small enough we obtain to
T. Theorem 1 gives the second
statement.
•

=

Example

1: Let SYt satisfy (a3) and choose u in (27) to be
u (t,s,Xs):=

for 0 ~ a

<

(

Bs

t-sa

1. Applying the S-transform

) oXs,

immediately gives

~(s/) ds'
°(t_s)a
v(s;O.

~s

f(v)(t,s;~)=

f obviously satisfies (b3) with A
tion Xt E Cb([O, T]; (S)ooa)
Example

= 1.

Consequently

there exists a unique solu-

of (27).

2: If the funetion u is given by
u(t, s, Xs)

:= (t - s)-a Xs

=

=

we find that f(v)(t, s;~)
(t - s)-av(s;~)
satisfies (b3) with A
O. In view of
(29) we will have a unique solution Xt E Cb([O, T]; (Sn when 0 ~ a ~ ~, and
we will have Xt E Cb([O, T]; (s)-(2a-1»
when ~ < a < 1.
Example 3: Let SYt satisfy (a4) ahd h be an entire funetion with h(O)

27

= O.

Put

for 0 :::; a

< 1. Then
f( u )(t , s,. <"') -_ h(u(s;~))
(
t-sO! )'

One verifies that f obeys (b4) with Rj(M) := s~p{lh'(z)1
obtain a solution Xt E Cb([O, Tl, (5)-1) of (26). " .

: Izi :::;M}. We thus
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